
Adaption/Challenge/Homework
Harder Easier

Perform skills faster Perform skills slowly
Place a cone down on the floor half 
way to the line, dribble open stick 
towards the cone, Indian stick 
around the cone, back to open 
stick

Spend longer learning how to 
rotate the stick over the ball.

WARM UP (15 MINS) ball and stick familiarisation skills (one ball and one stick per person)
• Place cones along a line leaving at least a 1m gap between each cone, each pupil stands behind the 
cone facing the teacher. The teacher gives the following instructions. The tasks are:
Jog slowly towards a line 10m away and jog back. Include different ways to travel such as side 
stepping / high knees / heel flicks / jogging backwards / sprinting
Run carrying a hockey stick correctly as if dribbling– left hand at the top and right hand half way down. 
Stick on the right side of the body.
1 ball each, pupils dribble the ball slowly to the line and back again. Emphasise using the flat side of 
the stick. Increase speed of the dribble but emphasise close control. Click on link to get dribbling 
teaching points http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/other_sports/hockey/4186898.stm
Pupils to try different tasks including; dribble, stop ball and continue dribble / touching the sides of the 
ball.
Pupils to experiment how to turn quickly with the ball at the line. Encourage the pupils to use the 
quickest turning method but still only using the flat side of the stick.
TASK ONE (15mins)Indian stick dribble
Watch this video so that you are familiar with the drills below or watch with the pupils before 
they do the drills. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QH-swZZPNZY
Pupils begin by placing ball on the floor and rotating the stick over the top of the ball. Focus on the left 
hand turning the stick (hand rotates anti-clockwise) and not the right hand (tell the pupils to imagine that 
their right hand is holding a empty toilet roll and the stick turns in the toilet roll)
Progress to moving the ball from one foot to the other using the Indian stick method. Start with the ball 
outside the left foot and move it across to the right foot, stop the ball and repeat back to the left foot. 
Start slowly and gradually build up speed.
Pupils to move forward with the ball but moving the ball from side to side using the Indian stick dribble. 
At line 10m away perform a turn and Indian stick dribble back. Start walking and then gradually build up 
speed.
Finish with the pupils open stick dribbling to the line and then Infdian stick dribbling back to the start
COOLDOWN (10 MINS)
• Pupils go back to their cones and choose different stretches that focus on different parts of their 
bodies.

EQUIPMENT/RESOURCES
• Cones
• Hockey sticks
• Hockey balls
For more activities please visit  

https://valeroyalschoolsport.org/
home-learning/
or subscribe to our YouTube 
playlist 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist
?list=PLAi9D42KEBUZfqGPJ9S
FXRAzKe2kkVYdU

KEYWORDS/PHRASES
• open stick
• Indian stick
• close control
• hands wide
• Left hand top
• Right hand middle
• Bend legs not back

LESSON PLAN: Quicksticks Hockey
LESSON OBJECTIVES: To develop the ability to dribble the ball using open and Indian stick.
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Adaption/Challenge/Homework
Harder Easier

Control and pass using 2 touch 
max

Control and pass unlimited touches

Pass over a greater distance Pass over a shorter distance
Pass between the gate 5 times Pass between the gate once
Hit pass at the cone a set number 
of times.

No set number.

WARM UP (15 MINS) 
Perform various pulse raising exercises including; jogging on the spot, high knees, heel flicks, side 
stepping, running backwards. Recap dribbling with the ball with focus on open and Indian stick 
dribbling.
TASK ONE (15 MINS) Push pass and control.
Please click on the link to either watch on your own so you are aware of the technique or 
watch with the pupils. http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/other_sports/hockey/4186758.stm
When controlling the ball; Grip – left hand at top- right hand further down shaft for control / Stick on 
ground / Watch the ball on to your stick / Soft hands to absorb the ball (this will negate rebounds off 
stick) / Lower hand (right) moves back with the ball slightly to control ball / Expect to stop everything

Pupils to go through the following activities to develop their passing and controlling skills:
Push the ball a short distance, follow and stop it / push the ball into space, stop it, then push it into 
another space in a different direction / Push the ball as softly, firmly, quickly as possible.
Push pass through gates; Set up enough gates (2 cones 1m apart) for each pupil. Pupils have 1min to 
dribble to a gate, push the ball through a gate and collect the ball on the other side. Repeat at another 
gate. Get one point for each gate passed through. Can repeat but this time use a partner and have one 
ball between two. A dribbles the ball until they find an empty gate, A&B pass the ball 3 times between 
them through the gate, B collects the ball and repeats the activity at another gate. How many gates can 
you pass through in 1min.
TASK TWO (20 MINS) (ensure that there is a water break beforehand) The hit
When hitting the ball – hands close together at the top of the stick / eyes on the ball and easy swing / 
left shoulder pointing in the direction of the ball / make contact with the ball in line with left foot / hitting 
bottom half of the ball and follow through.
Pupils to practise hitting against a wall or a fence to practise the technique of hitting. Pupils to place a 
cone against the wall or fence and try to hit the ball with power and accuracy at the cone.
In pairs – pupils to be 15-20m apart and they practise hitting the ball to each other. The receiver to 
focus on stopping the ball using good control technique.
Goal save (see next slide)– in 4’s (maintain social distance and only use your own ball) start off with 
the goal scorers using push passes and then progress to hits.
COOLDOWN (10 MINS)
Pupils go back to their cones and choose different stretches that focus on different parts of their 
bodies.

EQUIPMENT/RESOURCES
• Hockey stick each
• Hockey ball each
• cones

For more competition related 
lesson plans please visit 
http://valeroyalschoolsport.org/p
esupport or for challenge 
activities please visit 
http://valeroyalschoolsport.org/a
ctivity-challenges

KEYWORDS/PHRASES
• Push pass
• Hit
• Control
• In line with the 

ball
• Cushion
• Pace of pass

LESSON PLAN: Quicksticks Hockey
LESSON OBJECTIVES: To develop the push and hit pass

Vale Royal School Sport Partnership
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ValeRoyalSSP2012
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Goal save – develop push pass, hitting and 
control

• C,B,D have a ball each. C pushes or hits trying to score goal past A. A 
traps ball and pushes back to C. Same occurs with B & D
• Change, and the receiver counts the goals saved
• Variations:
• Can widen goal to make A more mobile


